Eerie Quilts

designed by Gayle Camargo for Robert Kaufman Fabrics

Combined yardage for quilt & table runner:
(30) assorted 10" squares of Eerie Alley, plus:

ACY-9808-195 Bright
1-1/3 yards

ASW-9833-231 Nightfall
1/3 yard

ACY-9808-1 White
1/2 yard

ASW-9833-140 Screamin' Yellow
1/3 yard

Additional yardage requirements:

Binding (quilt) - 1/2 yard

Binding (runner) - 1/2 yard

Backing (quilt) - 1-2/3 yards

Backing (runner) - 1 yard

Treat bags are made using Kwik-Sew pattern #3684
See ordering guides for yardage information or visit www.kwiksew.com

FREE online at www.robertkaufman.com (quilt & runner only)
Eerie Quilts

Table cover
Cutting
From assorted squares: Cut (16) on diagonal. Cut (1) stripe block for corners into (4) 4-1/2” squares
From ACY-9808-1 White: Center set of cars and cut 2” strip. Cut 1” strip and discard, then cut
another 2” strip. Subcut into (8) 2” x 16” strips.
From ACY-9808-195 Bright: Cut (8) 2” x 16” strips for block centers and (4) 4 1/2 “x wof for outer
borders
From ACY-9833-231: Cut (4) 2” x wof for inner border.
From binding fabric: cut 2 ½” x wof.

Blocks
Match centers of two triangles to centers of both sides of car strips. (strips will be longer than
triangle). Sew with strip next to feed dogs and be careful not to stretch bias edge of triangle.
Square blocks to 10-1/2”.

Top Assembly
Sew blocks together as in photo. Sew inner and outer border strips together. Press. Trim side
border sets to fit center blocks. Trim top and bottom border sets to fit center blocks, adding corner
squares to each end. Sew and press. Trimming corners on the diagonal is optional.
Layer top, batting and backing. Quilt as preferred. Bind.

Table runner
Cutting
From assorted squares: Cut (10) on diagonal; (8) 2” x 16” car strips for block centers and (2) 2” x 20
½” for end strips
From binding fabric: Cut 2 ½” x wof
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Trick or Treat Bags
Pattern # 3684 by Kwik Sew
Large bag: Fabric- 5/8 yard (or FQ’s, scraps)
    Contrast – ¼ yard (or FQ’s, scraps)
    Lining- ½ yard total (can be pieced scraps)
    Fusible interfacing 24” wide – 1/8 yard
Small bag: Fabric- 3/8 yard (scraps or FQ’s)
    Contrast – 1/8 yard (scraps)
    Lining – 3/8 yard or scraps
    Fusible interfacing- 1/8 yard
Optional trims: 30” for large bag, 24” for small bag.